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Herb Schildt's C++ Programming CookbookMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Your Ultimate "How-To" Guide to C++ Programming!


	Legendary programming author Herb Schildt shares some of his favorite programming techniques in this high-powered C++ "cookbook." Organized for quick reference, each "recipe" shows how to accomplish a practical programming task. A recipe...
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C++ Template Metaprogramming : Concepts, Tools, and Techniques from Boost and Beyond (C++ in Depth Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
"If you're like me, you're excited by what people do with  template metaprogramming (TMP) but are frustrated at the lack of clear guidance  and powerful tools. Well, this is the book we've been waiting for. With help  from the excellent Boost Metaprogramming Library, David and Aleksey take TMP  from the laboratory to the...
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Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003 Kick StartSams Publishing, 2004
Microsoft InfoPath 2003 Kick Start builds upon the reader's knowledge of the Microsoft Office system to enable them to get right to work making productive use of InfoPath. It is targeted specifically at the early adopters - developers who will use their knowledge of XML and Web development to build sophisticated...
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Getting Started with oVirt 3.3Packt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to successfully implementing and calibrating oVirt 3.3, a feature-rich, open source server virtualization platform


	Overview

	
		Understand and master the internal arrangement of oVirt
	
		Quickly install and configure the oVirt virtualization environment
	
		Create your...
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Creating Lightweight Components with ATLSams Publishing, 1999
Creating Lightweight Components with ATL covers ATL in depth, including an overview of COM development, then drills down to explain how ATL implements the fundamentals of COM. It also details how small, lightweight ATL-based COM solutions can be created to solve 'real world' problems. Creating Lightweight Controls with ATL enables you to quickly...
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Learning PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic Websites (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
If you know HTML, this guide will have you building interactive websites quickly. You'll learn how to create responsive, data-driven websites with PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript, regardless of whether you already know how to program. Discover how the powerful combination of PHP and MySQL provides an easy way to build modern websites complete with...
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Just Spring Data Access: Covers JDBC, Hibernate, JPA and JDOO'Reilly, 2012

	
		JDBC has simplified database access in Java applications, but a few nagging wrinkles remain—namely, persisting Java objects to relational databases. With this book, you’ll learn how the Spring Framework makes that job incredibly easy with dependency injection, template classes, and object-relational-mapping (ORM).
...
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs: Building Node.js Applications with JavaScriptApress, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code, and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase those...
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Creating Client Extranets with SharePoint 2003Apress, 2006
This book is about creating client extranets with SharePoint 2003. Although there are many
fine books that expand upon or clarify the material found in the various SharePoint SDKs
published by Microsoft, this book is different. Most SharePoint books focus primarily on
SharePoint administration or end user features, not on SharePoint...
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Borland C++ Builder: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Borland C++ Builder

Learn to build high-powered applications quickly and easily with help from this in-depth guide. Inside you'll find comprehensive coverage of the entire C++ language and the C++ Builder integrated development environment (IDE). This incomparable reference is divided into four...
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The Definitive Guide to Catalyst: Writing Extensible, Scalable and Maintainable Perl Based Web ApplicationsApress, 2009
I have been with the Catalyst framework team since the beginning. We have come a long way from our beginnings as a few guys in an IRC channel trying to hack together a better way to write web applications. Catalyst is now powering multi-million-dollar sites all over the world. It has a thriving community of developers, with thousands of people...
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Microsoft Expression Blend 4 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft Expression Blend 4 is Microsoft’s newest interactive design tool. It’s intended for
	designers and developers who need to create user interfaces for rich Internet, desktop, and
	mobile applications—and it offers tools that support the design of such applications, from
	conception to completion.

...
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